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In 1634 Hendrik Hagenaer, an employee of the Dutch 
East India Company in Japan, reported to his superiors 
in Batavia that in his opinion there were good prospects 
to find a Japanese market for Dutch pottery. He 
especially recommended Dclftware with a marbled 
decoration.1 This report did not have much effect on 
the import of Dutch ceramics into Japan however. The 
company authorities in Batavia probably expected little 
profit from Hagenaer’s plan. Moreover, after 1668 a 
sumptuary law came into being in Japan, including a 
complete ban on the importation of foreign earthenware. 
Any speculations about the development of Japanese 
ceramics, had the Dutch been able to bring large 
quantities of Delftwarc into the country, must therefore 
remain academic. After all, history took the opposite 
course; in the end it was Japan, who managed to exert 
a tremendous influence on the development of European 
ceramics since the middle of the 17th Century, as a 
result of their own large-scale exports.

The production of Dutch Delftwarc in particular shows 
in the period from 1660 to 1680 early traces of such 
Japanese influence. It is this aspect of the Dutch- 
Japancse relations I intend to clarify here. A brief 
description of the genesis of Japanese export porcelain 
and of the exact role of the Dutch in this development 
is essential for a thorough understanding of this cultural 
exchange. Therefore I shall give an account in some 
detail of the developments leading to the introduction 
of Japanese porcelain in Holland around 1660. In the 
second part of this essay I shall reconsider the origin 
of this group of Japanese influenced pottery, which until 
now generally is held to be early Frankfurt faience.

Dutch majolica dish, circa 1630-1650, diam. c. 28cm., 
Haags Gcmecntemuscum, The Hague.

understandable that the importation of porcelain on such 
a massive scale caused important shifts in the Dutch 
market for luxury ceramics. The competition created 
by the introduction of porcelain proved too strong for 
the native earthenware production of colourfully glazed 
Dutch majolica. The majolica potters reacted in four 
different ways, as was noticed some years ago.2

Some kilns closed down, while others limited their 
production to typical European shapes and decorations, 
for instance tiles and apothecary jars, thus filling a part 
of the ceramic market complementary to that of 
kraakporcclain. But the majority of the majolica-potters 
sought to make a cheaper substitute for the Chinese 
porcelain. The Dutch majolica dish in plate 1 illustrates 
this development. It is coarsely painted in a simplified 
Chinese style. These wares, dating from the second 
quarter of the 17th Century, generally served in middle 
class households, as can be concluded from comparable 
pieces found in 17th Century cesspits. On a Dutch 
kitchen scene, painted by Nicolaes Macs (1634-1693), 
a similar Chinese style majolica dish is depicted together 
with lcadglazcd local earthenware and saltglazcd 
Rhenish stoneware.3

Until well into the 18th Century Europe lacked the 
expertise to make porcelain. To a large extent this 
explains why Oriental porcelain met so much 
enthusiasm in 16th and 17th Century Europe. As a rare 
luxury article it was much prized for its exotic charactci 
and its superior ceramic qualities. It was collected as 
an Oriental curiosity by a wealthy elite. Before the 17th 
Century most of the porcelain which reached Europe 
was sold by the Portuguese. After a shaky start in the 
years before 1600 the Dutch, too, gained a foothold in 
the extensive trading network that existed between Asia 
and Europe and gradually broke the Portuguese trading 
monopoly. The founding of the VOC, the United Dutch 
East India Company, was a decisive factor in the 
successful development of Dutch trade in the 17th and 
18th Centuries. Chinese kraakporcelain formed a last 
growing part of the range of trading commodities of the 
company from iis wiy beginning. Each year tens of 
thousands of piei»-• i«i porcelain reached the European 
market through ihe Dutch shipping ports. It is

The most successful way, however, in which some 
Dutch potters tried to cope with the stiff Oriental 
competition was by introducing innovations in their own 
products. The result was a new type of tinglazed 
earthenware, which imitated the imported porcelain as
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closely as possible with respect to its material to Holland, where it must have arrived somewhere in
appearance. This new development took place in Delft 1658. The ‘Heren XVII* (the seventeen governors of
around 1620, where in the following decades an the VOC) likely gave their approval to this shipment,
enormous industry of tinglazcd earthenware came into because the next years saw a marked change. According
being. Gradually during the 17th Century this new type to the VOC records the Japanese had not been able to
of earthenware came to be known as Delftware, handle larger export orders so far, but in 1659 the
although - significantly - the Dutch also used the name company placed an order for almost 60,000 pieces of
‘Dutch porcelain’. Dclftwarc differed from the earlier porcelain, to be shipped to India and Arabia,
majolica by a thinner body, more delicately traced Furthermore in the same year the documents also refer
decorations and a completely blue and white glaze. To to 5748 pieces of porcelain destined for Batavia and
avoid operating on the same market as the Chinese Holland.8 In 1660 the first large order of porcelain for
import-porcelain, the Dclftware-potters decorated their Holland was shipped, comprising a total of 17,000 pieces
products mainly in a non-Chinese, European style. in various assortments. This shipment must have 

arrived in Holland in 1661.
Around 1645 the porcelain trade with China stagnated,
on account of civil wars in southern China. Many Most export pieces of Arita porcelain lacked as yet a
porcelain kilns were destroyed and transporting distinctive Japanese style, because the decorations
porcelain to the shipping ports on China’s southern coast simply followed those of Chinese export porcelain,
often became impossible. As a result of this notably in the free, Transitional style. Perhaps the Arita
development, the Dutch import of porcelain ground to dishes with a VOC monogram surrounded by a laurcl-
a halt. In the mid-fifties no porcelain was shipped to wreath and a border of flower scrolls, painted in a rather
Holland at all. This situation led of course to better times clumsy style, could have been part of these early
for the potters in Holland. Rather suddenly they hardly Japanese deliveries.9 Their shape is consistent with the
faced any competition anymore. The Dclftware-pottcrs regular type of dishes from the middle of the 17th
immediately took possession of the sector of the market, Century. They might for instance have belonged to the
which had been created by the advent of Chinese
porcelain and which was now left unsupplied: after 1650 Gencraal* in Batavia.10 
we find a marked revival of Chinese decorations on 
Dclftwarc, which lasted well into the 18th Century.

order of 1659 of various tableware for the ‘Gouvemcur

Initially, the lack of sufficient technical skills and specific 
requests from the Dutch must have given rise toIn order to be still able to satisfy the demand in Europe 

for porcelain, the Dutch East India Company had been 
on the outlook for an alternative source of porcelain in 
the Far East from an early stage. Around 1650 it found 
one in Japan, a country with which the Company had 
been trading for some decades and since 1640 almost 
exclusively. In the hinterlands of Nagasaki, where the 
company maintained a trading post, lay the porcelain 
kilns of Arila. Here small quantitics_of rather coarse 
porcelain were produced since the beginning of the 17th 
Century, mainly for the local, domestic market.4

At first the Japanese were of course not able to produce 
porcelain in the enormous quantities the VOC was used 
to obtain in China. As yet, Arita lacked sufficient 
quantities of materials and an adequate production 
organization. Dutch orders for porcelain provided a 
stimulus for improving this situation. From 1650 
onwards, the first attempts to rationalize management 
and to increase the production capacity can be deduced 
from the reorganisation of existing kilns in Arila and 
from the importation of considerable quantities of 
Chinese porcelain paint into Japan by the Dutch.5 In 
the first years after 1650 the production of Japanese 
porcelain for the Dutch remained limited to relatively 
small numbers, as we can deduce from the company 
records.6 In 1650 only 145 pieces - plates - were 
shipped to Formosa, 176 pieces in the following year.
The year 1652 saw a shipment of over 1200 medical jars 
and bottles for the Batavian pharmacy, followed by 2200 
pieces in 1653.7 The orders for the following three 
years merely differ in quantity, but significantly, in 1657 2 Pair of silver mounted Arita jugs, !(• *•• 1658, height 30cm.,
one chest with porcelain samples was sent from Nagasaki private collection Belgium.
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deviations from the original Chinese style, which 
gradually evolved into the wcllknown Japanese export 
idiom, sometimes referred to as Sino-Japancsc or 
Japanese transitional. The Chinese repertoir of 
decorative motives was greatly reduced by the Japanese 
painters. Generally we find some standing or seated 
figures in a rocky landscape with pinetrecs and some 
wisps of clouds (plate 2). There is usually little detail 
and hardly any noticeable sense of proportion or 
coherence. Finally, the porcelain from Arita is 
remarkable for introducing a number of new models 
in the Oriental export repertoir, which often seem to 
have been derived from Western samples. The company 
archives confirm this by their frequent references to 
deliveries of European objects to be used as models for 
the Japanese potters. Most typical arc small spouted 
jugs, larger pear shaped jugs and large ovoid covered 
jars.

Having only just recovered from a difficult competition 
struggle with Chinese kraakporcclain and Transitional 
wares, they were confronted with the first shiploads of 
Japanese porcelain from the late fifties onwards. Their 
situation was in a way comparable to the situation, the 
Dutch majolica potters faced around 1620. It is therefore 
interesting to investigate the reaction of the Delftwarc 
potters around 1660.

Recent research has established that at least some 
Dclftwarc manufacturers took to imitating the style of 
this early Arita exportware almost immediately. Just 
as some of the majolica potters did, when they faced 
the competition of kraakporcclain some decades before. 
The standard of Delftwarc had improved much since 
the 1620’s and the potters were able to produce fairly 
accurate imitations of the Japanese originals. Moreover, 
the Japanese style of decoration being a simplified 
version of the Chinese idiom must have been rather easy 
to copy.According to the records of the VOC almost no Japanese 

porcelain was commissioned for Holland before 1660. 
This however is only the official registration. Apart from 
the regular company’s trade, there existed a possibly 
extensive private trade, the socalled kambang-trade, of 
which no official records were kept. An indication of 
this private trade in Japanese porcelain is provided by 
a pair of silver mounted, pcarshaped Arita jugs (plate 2). 
The mounted silver lids of these jugs, were made in 
Middelburg, capital of the Dutch province of Zeeland, 
and are marked with the date-letter for 1658. As there 
is no reason to doubt the genuine character of these 
mounts, it means that at least in 1658 - two years before 
the official VOC order for the homeland - Arita 
porcelain in the Sino-Japancse style was present in 
Holland. Thus it seems plausible, that small numbers 
of Japanese porcelain reached Dutch harbours in the 
late fifties, without intervention of the East India 
Company.

So far, this pair of jugs is the earliest known silver 
mounted Arita porcelain. A silver mounted jug, marked 
for Rotterdam 1659 appeared a few years ago on the 
Dutch art market, while from the 1660’s several other 
examples of silver mounted Arita porcelain are 
known.11 Remarkably, with only one exception the 
silver of these mounted pieces was added in Dutch towns 
where the VOC had a scat: Middclburg, Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam, Delft and. the only exception, Leiden. It 
is an indication of the relative scarcity of Arita porcelain 
in Holland in these years. Moreover, these documentary 
pieces give a fairly an urate view of the general type of 
decoration on early A. i« a export porcelain. For all pieces 
arc painted in a similar sino-japanesc style, clearly 
derived from Chine: t ransitional prototypes. Typical 
motives of these »:U . cat ions are the simply painted 
figures, often sens* 
parasol, feathery y . trees in the background, rocks 
and wispy cloud.v

A distinct group of Delftware, comprising jars, dishes, 
plaquettcs and bowls, show all main characteristics of 
the early Arita export style: the simply painted seated 
orientals, the typical fcatherlike pinetrees and the 
landscape of trees, rocks and clouds. All pieces are 
painted in a soft blue glaze. I believe this group to be 
the clearest indication of a reaction by some of the Dutch 
potters to the Japanese porcelain-imports. These wares 
should therefore roughly be dated between 1660 and 
1680. To this group belongs an oviform jar, which

standing with a banner oror

3 Dutch Delft jar, circa 1665, height 25cm., present 
whereabouts unknown.

appeared on the London art market in 1981 (plate 3). 
Compared to the two silver mounted Arita jugs (plate 
2) the decoration of this Dclftwarc jar shows remarkable

. vpe of Oriental porcelain in 
■ .uie after the collapse of the 

Mile, must have come as an 
the Dutch potters of Dclftwarc.

The arrival of a i.t * 
Holland, within 
Chinese porcelain 
unpleasant surpri-
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similarities in the landscape setting with two seated 
orientals and in the way the large tree to the right was 
painted. Moreover, the Groningcr Museum possesses 
an Arita jar, which is not only similar in decoration but 
even in shape to this Dclftwarc piece.12

To the same group also belongs a series of dated bowls, 
of which I illustrate one in the Haags Gcmccntemuseum 
in The Hague (plate 4). It is dated in the inside 1665.
The earliest known example of this group is a small 
bowl, excavated in the town of Flushings near 
Middclburg in Zeeland and dated 1661! Both bowls are 
decorated with the familiar seated oriental in a 
continuous landscape. Significantly, the date 1661 
corresponds with the year in which the first official 
VOC-ordcr (made in 1660) of Japanese porcelain must 
have reached Dutch clients. Furthermore, it should be 
noted, that a large part of the porcelain, ordered in 1659 
for Arabia, consisted of various types of bowls. It is well 
possible that the porcelain-cargo sent to Holland in 1660 
consisted partly of similar bowls. In that ease, this 
Dclftwarc bowl from 1661 can be considered as an 
immediate reaction to the Japanese originals, shipped 
in 1660. A small bowl in the Museum fur 
Kunsthandwerk in Frankfurt gives an impression of 
what such Arita bowls might have looked like (plate 5).
Compared to the Dclftwarc bowls of 1661 and 1665 it 
shows similarities in decoration and it also has the same, 
typical division of the surface in small horizontal lines 
around foot and rim. A much larger Delft bowl in the 
Haags Gcmeentemuscum, though rather primitively 
painted, gives a more elaborate, now vertical surface- 
division with alternating small decorative and larger 
landscape panels.13 The decorative bands of stylised 
flowers occur sometimes on 17th Century Japanese jars.
This piece, also done in a soft blue paint, is fortunately 
marked with a claw, the trademark of the factory De 
Porccleync Claeuw (the Porcelain claw). This factory 
was founded in November 1661 and belongs to the 
‘second generation' of Dclftwarc producers. As a 
newcomer in the 60's the owner of this factory was 
possibly especially interested in the imitation of Japanese 
porcelain, as his factory had not been able to set up its 
own distinctive style yet. Imitating Japanese porcelain 
might have provided a challenge to him.

Later in this decade Delft potters developed a more 
elaborately decorated ware in Japanese style, with an 
increased attention for detail, yet still applying the usual during the 1660's and developing towards a more
Arita motives and the soft blue paint. An example of elaborate style. As they form a rather coherent group
this type is provided by a bowl in Museum fur they arc likely to come from only a few Delft factories.
Kunsthandwerk in Frankfurt, dated on the inside 1669 Candidates are De Porcclcyne Claeuw and Dc
(plate 6). The painting of the datemark and the typical Porcclcync Flcs.
split V-shaped motives around the interior rim arc
similar, partly even identical to those on the previously Most of the Dclftwarc products with Japanese influences
discussed bowls. Besides, the composition and style of I discussed so far, arc traditionally ascribed to Frankfurt,
decoration on the exterior arc identical to a pair of There is however no reason at all in assume a Frankfurt
plaqucttes, found as kiln wasters in Delft at the former origin for these pieces. In September of the year 1666
site of the factory‘Dc Porcclcijnc Flcs’(the Porcelain a faience kiln was founded in Frankfurt by Jean
Bottle). Simonet, a potter from Brussels. Since the late 19th

Century there has been a growing pile of publications 
These stylistic similarities make it all the more likely, on the subject of Frankfurt faienc e, starting with the
that the Delftwarc pieces I discussed belong to a corpus investigations in the Frankfurt City Archives by Rudolf
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4 Dutch Delft bowl, dated 1665, diam. 15cm., Haags 
Gcmccntcmuscum, The Hague.

i
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5 Arita bowl, c. 1660, height 10cm., Museum fur 
Kunsthandwerk, Frankfurt a.M.

of Arita-inspired Dutch Delftwarc, generally made
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field, the catalogue of the exhibition ‘Frankfurter 
Faycnccn aus der Zeit dcs B a rock’, published in 1988, 
rests almost completely on Feulners reference work.15 
In this catalogue one will find for instance the dated bowl 
of 1669 (plate 6) described as Frankfurt faience. As I 
remarked already, this piece is technically and 
stylistically completely similar to pieces of undisputable 
Dutch origin. But this is not the only argument to 
ascribe the majority of the so called early Frankfurt 
production to Delft.

First of all there is a statistic aspect, brought forward 
some years ago.16 It seems virtually impossible, that a 
small number of potters (possibly no more than about 
30 workers) of one factory in Frankfurt was responsible 
for the enormous output of faience in Oriental style, 
which we today still ascribe to Frankfurt, while in Delft 
at the same time about 30 factories were active with a 
total number of about 900 workers! Todays attributions 
to Frankfurt seem to be completely out of balance with 
the historical reality.

Secondly, should the group of Delftwarc pieces I 
discussed here be of Frankfurt origin, how can one 
explain the marked influence of Japanese export 
porcelain on these pieces? Arita porcelain was in the 
1660’s, as I demonstrated, only available in rather small 
quantities. Moreover its availability must have been 
restricted to the major Dutch towns, as is indicated by 
the silver mounts on some of the early pieces. Thus it 
would be highly unlikely, that such pieces of Arita ware 
could have had any impact at all on the decoration of 
faience, produced in Frankfurt. Here Japanese export 
porcelain could hardly have been present before the 
1670’s.

6 Dutch Delft bowl, dated 1669, height 15.3cm., Museum 
(ur Kunsthandwcrk, Frankfurt a.M.

Furthermore, there is an economic aspect to the 
problem. While at least for a group of Delft potters there 
existed an obvious economic reason to imitate the 
Japanese imports by way of competition, in Frankfurt 
with no Japanese porcelain at all, this economic need 
did not exist. Definitely not before the 1670’s, when 
Japanese porcelain might have been available on some 
scale outside Holland. Finally the bowls, bearing the 
dates of 1661 and 1665 provide the irrefutable proof. 
Their dates indicate, that they originated before the 
Frankfurt factor)' even did exist! Attributing pieces of 
this style to Frankfurt seems therefore historically illogic.

Within the group of Japanese influenced Delftwarc, the 
oeuvre of the so called ‘Fcinmeistcr’-painter forms a 
special case. Adolf Fculncr suggested the name 
‘Fcinmeistcr’ for a stylistic homogeneous group of 
faience, which he ascribed to Frankfurt. With this group 
an absolute artistic climax of faience production was 
reached, as can be seen from a jar in the Haags 
Gemccntemuseum (plate 7). It has a superb and detailed 
style of painting and represents a very high technical 
achievement. Japanese influence, though on a more 
sophisticated level, is still visible in the handling of the 
rocks, trees and seated figures, as well as in the shape, 
which is identical to that of a previously shown Delaware 
jar. Moreover, almost identical jars of Japanese origin

..... • •
7 Dutch Delft jar in ' Feimncisicr’-siylc, c. 1670, height c. 

35cm., II (rcinccuiemuscum. The Hague.

Jung. In 193:* At loll Fculncr produced his famous book 
on llie subject, m tinly dealing with the early production 
of Frankfurt faience from 1667 onwards.u However,
as there was and still is an almost complete lack of 
documentary 1 nnkfuri pieces from this period - for 
instance, still n 17th Century kiln wasters have been 
found yet - 1 i -ilners corpus of faience is solely based 
on vague attributions and assumptions. Nevertheless 
his work has >:m. < dial time generally been accepted and 
not revised. the most recent publication in thisv on
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exist.17 Comparison between the Delftware copy and 
the Japanese original makes clear how much the Dutch 
potters sought to emulate their model. They enriched 
the decoration with typical western details, like the frieze 
of acanthus-leaves around the foot and the lambrequin- 
border on the rim. To this group of Feinmeister-jars 
also belongs a larger type of more spherical shape, of 
which an example is in the possession of the 
Gcmeentemuseum in Arnhem (plate 8).

Here again the Delft painter improved his Japanese 
model, but he even made an important iconographical 
addition. The three main representations on this vase 
are in fact biblical subjects, derived from the Gospels 
about the passion of Christ: the Entry into Jerusalem 
and the disciples in the Garden of Gethsemane. 
Rendering a biblical subject in an Oriental idiom on 
Delftware is at this time absolutely unique. Although 
the ‘Feinmeister’-style is traditionally considered to be 
of Frankfurt origin, the clear Japanese influence and 
its stylistic connection to other Dutch Dclftware in 
Japanese style (compare for instance the painting of the 
pine trees and figures to other pieces I discussed) 
strongly point to Delft as place of manufacture for this 
group of faience. This observation is confirmed by 
the find of a cover of a ‘Feinmeister’-jar in Delft at the 
former site of the factory De Porcelyne Fles.18

8 Dutch Delft jar in ‘Feinmcistcr’-stylc, c. 1670, height c. 
48cm., Gcmccnicmuscum, Arnhem. A possibly even more solid proof is provided by an 

unusual large still-life painting, made by the 17th 
Century Dutch painter Comclis de Man (plate 9). Apart 
from several Oriental motifs, notably a Turkish carpet, 
a Japanese lacquer chest, a parrot and a negro boy, this 
painting prominently shows a faience jar in the 
‘Feinmeister’-style. The painter De Man carefully 
rendered the shape and decoration of this type of jar, 
so that even today it can easily be recognized as a 
‘Feinmeister’-piece. Cornelis dc Man worked, apart 
from his ‘Wandeijahrc’, his whole life in his native town 
Delft, where he specialized in genre-paintings, still lifes 
and church interiors. It is highly unlikely, that a Delft 
painter would have included a Frankfurt jar in his 
painting. Given the prominent placing of the jar in the 
composition, it is even possible that this still-life was 
meant to glorify the achievements of the native 
Dclftwarc industry by representing one of its top-level 
products amidst foreign collectables. So far I have 
discussed only a few examples of Japanese influence on 
Dutch Dclflwarc. It should be mentioned, however, that 
one docs not always find such distinct derivations from 
the Japanese idiom. Especially in the group of the so 
called ‘Frankfurt faycnccn’ one finds all kinds of hybrid 
decorations, based on a blend ofjapancse and Chinese 
motifs. On the other hand there are also many pieces 
with a predominantly Chinese decoration. A regularly 
occurring motif of Chinese origin, which i*. < onsidcrcd 
to be a hallmark of the early Frankfurt production, is 
the lotus bouquct.,,J On account of the close stylistic 
relationship of these pieces to Dutch Delftware pieces 
with similar lotus motifs, I consider this ' Frankfurt* 
group loo to be of Dutch origin.20 A large jar in the 
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, painted in the same

9 Cornells de Man, allegorical still-life with Delft jar, c. 1670, 
oil on canvas, Historischcs Museum, Frankfurt a.M.
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style and dated 1667, provides a guide for the dating 
of this group.21

pseudo-Japanese characters in a medallion on the 
smaller fan. It is an ‘exotic joke’ on the part of the 
painter, which is frequently encountered on earthenware 
by Adriaen Kocks. Some of these characters even appear 
to be orientalized variations on his monogram AK. This 
fan-motif is absolutely unique on Western ceramics of 
the 17th Century. On Japanese porcelain and lacquer 
wares from this period the same motif is however 
regularly applied. A Japanese porcelain box, showing 
a similar ‘broken’ composition of a stylised fan can be 
found among the Burghlcy House collection and is even 
mentioned in its 1690 inventory.24 Japanese plates with 
the same motif, admittedly in a slightly different style, 
are to be found in Dutch collections and must 
undoubtedly have arrived in Holland as part of an 
export shipment.25 Finally, a similar decoration is to 
be found on a kosomelsuke dish, which was included in 
a recent London porcelain sale.26

I have not yet considered the possibility, that my theory 
about the Japanese influence on Dutch pottery 
immediately after 1660 is wrong. Theoretically the 
developments could also have followed the other way 
round. Instead of being influenced by the Japanese 
porcelain-imports, Dutch majolica or Dclftwarc could 
well have served as a model for the Japanese potters. 
This would seem all the more probable as small numbers 
of Dutch pottery were sent to Japan as gifts or by order 
of Japanese nobles since 1634. Besides, the VOC records 
regularly mention the shipment of wooden and ceramic 
samples from Holland to Japan. There is however no 
solid indication that these models or any other shipment 
of Dutch pottery could have influenced the Japanese 
porcelain painters more than marginally. The 
simplification of the Chinese idiom by the Japanese 
could indeed incidentally have been instigated by Dutch 
models. The earlier shown Dutch majolica dish being 
an example of a similar simplification. (Plate 1).

Under the direction of Pieter Kocks Dc Griekse A 
produced important polychrome imitations ofjapanesc 
porcelain. The factory played a key-role in the 
development of the petit feu decoration on Dclftwarc. 
This technique enabled Pieter Kocks to produce both 
close copies and his own variations of the Japanese 
idiom. The role of Jan Verburgh, the factory’s master 
painter between 1698 and 1706, should not be 
underestimated. After his departure, new painters were 
engaged, four of whose names arc known to us. They 
were expected to ‘exercise the art of gilt painting and 
firing on Dclftwarc’.27 Among the most popular Imari- 
and Kakiemon-style products from De Griekse A 
mention must be made of the dishes decorated all over 
with a Japanese lady with servant in a garden. The same 
Japanese colourschcme was also applied to dishes, 
bearing a family’s coat of arms, which were of course 
very difficult to acquire from Japan. A famous example 
of this category is the dinner service, produced by Pieter 
Kocks for the coronation of Frederick I of Prussia. AH 
pieces, which arc today scattered over many collections, 
bear his monogram FR and the royal coat of arms.

On the other hand it would be much more likely, that 
the Dutch generally used Chinese porcelain as models 
for the Japanese. Chinese porcelain represented the 
standard quality the VOC was used to trade and the 
Dutch market was used to receive. Furthermore, most 
decorations on Arita porcelain show an unmistakable 
influence of Chinese Transitional decorations and 
shapes, which could not have been exerted through the 
intervention of Dutch pottery. Until now, no Dutch 
Dclftware is known from before the 1660’s, with 
decorations in the Chinese Transitional style which 
might have served the Japanese porcelain decorators as 
models. It is likely, that China provided the style of 
painting for the Japanese, while on the other hand 
Dutch samples, either of wood or faience, were mainly 
intended to indicate new shapes. It is however 
imaginable, that such Dutch models incidentally led to 
the introduction of European motifs in the Arita idiom.

Finally, an interesting aspect of the development of 'petit 
feu technique in Delft should be mentioned: the painting 
of undecorated Japanese and Chinese porcelain, which 
the VOC imported too. This may have included 
porcelain unsuitable for normal export purposes because 
of firing flaws, and which had therefore not been painted 
in the Far East. Typical of this surdecorcc group arc the 
square sake bottles or ‘tokkuri’, painted in a Dutch 
version of the Kakiemon style. Possibly this petit feu 
decorated Oriental porcelain was only a sideline for the 
specialized Delft gilt-painters, practised outside the 
official channels as a kind of Hausmalcrci.

After about 1680, when the Chinese porcelain trade was 
resumed by the VOC and other European treading 
companies, the influence ofjapanesc porcelain on the 
European eeramical industries increased. In Delft the 
absorption nl'Japancsc styles continued most clearly in 
the products of the factory ‘De Grickse A’ in the last 
quarter of the 17th Century and the first decades of the 
following Century'. The factory' was successively directed 
by Samuel van Eenhoorn, Adriaen Kocks and his son 
Pictet Kocks. Among the products of De Griekse A we 
find interesting imitations of Kosometsuke, Chinese 
pored.un, made for the Japanese market in a specific 
Japanese style. An asymmetrical, leaf-shaped dish by 
Samuel van Eenhoorn was decorated with a riverscape 
and fish< mien in a style reminiscent of the Kano-school 
paintings. ’2 A large dish, bearing the AK - trade mark 
of Adi i. ten Kocks, shows a decoration of an opened fan 
to which little roundels have been added.23 
Undoi neath a smaller fan with asymmetrical decorations 
was added. A remarkable detail is provided by the

Ever since the first contacts between Japan and Holland 
were established in the beginning of the seventeenth 
Century, Japanese culture has exercised a tremendous 
influence on Western civilization. This influence could 
have been expected to be especially pervasive in the area 
of ceramics production, because of the enormous
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quantities of porcelain which the Dutch brought back 15 Gat. Exh. Museum fur Kunsthandwerk, Frankfurt
Main, Frankfurter Fayencen am der Zeit des Barack, (cd. Dr. 
Margrit Bauer) Frankfurt 1988 and my review of this 
catalogue: Frits Scholten, 'Frankfurt revisited , 
Mededelingenblad Nederlandse Vereniging van Vrienden van de 
Ccramiek, nr. 134 (1989), pp. 19-23.

«... , , . 16 Van Dam 1982.
of crucial importance to the development of Delftware 17 Covered jar, Groningcr Museum; both the Delftwarc type 
since the middle of the seventeenth Century, a fact and the Arita version have their roots in a Chinese prototype,
which is even now too much neglected because so many see for instance Oliver Impcy, Chinoiserie, London 1977, fig.
‘japonaiscrie’ products from Delft are still wrongly 
labelled as ‘Frankfurt*.

am
from Japan, and the high popularity which the Japanese 
style enjoyed in Europe. This essay has tried to provide 
a general idea of the exchange of ceramic shapes and 
motifs between Arita and Delft in the second half of the
seventeenth Century. This exchange turned out to be

85.
18 Drs A. den Blaauwcn kindly informed me about this find

after my lecture.
19 Cat. Exh. Frankfurt 1988, p. 62.
20 Van Dam 1982, fig. 100.* This essay is an adapted and revised version of my 

lecture for the International Ceramics Fair Seminar 21 Cat. Exh. Frankfurt 1988, nr. 51.

:£3=SEi£3&MiDutch Art (ed. Stefan van Raay), Amsterdam 1989 and * ^ Exh Thc Japan House. New York, Th, BurghU, 
in my contributions to thc Mededelingenblad Nederlandse porcelains, New York 1986, nr. 70.
Vereniging van Vrienden van de Ceramiek, nrs 128 and 134. 25 q F Hmsmgh Scheurlcer, ‘Japans porselcin met blauwc

dccoratics uit dc tweede helft van dc zeventiende cn de cerste 
helft van de achlticndc ccuw’, Mededelingenblad Vrienden van 
de Nederlandse Ceramiek, nr. 64/65 (1971), figs. 49, 50.

26 Cat. Christie’s London, The Peony Pavilion Collection, Chinese 
tea ceramics for Japan (c. 1580-1650), 12June 1989, nrs. 279,Footnotes

, 280.
T. Volkcr, Porcelain and the Dutch East India Company, Leiden 27 jkvr q h de Jongc, Delfts aardevuerk, Rotterdam/’s-

* ]9D. v» Dam. ■Gcleycrsgoc, cn Holland Porcclcyn, Gravcnhage'l965. p. 250.

Ontwikkclingcn in dc Ncdcrlandsc aardcwerk-industric 
1560-1660’, Mcdedclingenblad Ncdcrlandsc Vereniging van Vrienden 
van de Ceramiek, nr. 108 (1982).

3 Nicolacs Macs, Woman plucking a duck, circa 1655 
(Philadelphia Museum of Art).

4 According to Oliver R. Impcy, ‘The beginnings of thc 
export trade in Japanese porcelain’, The "Hyakunenan”
Journal of Porcelain Study, nr. 3, Arita, 1989, p. 2 thc Japanese 
already produced export porcelain, intended for thc South 
East Asian market in thc 1640s and 1650s.

5 Oliver Impcy, ‘A tentative classification of the arita kilns’.
International Symposium on Japanese ceramics, Seattle Art 
Museum, Seattle 1973, pp. 85-90; Volkcr 1954, p. 125;
Volkcr 1954, pp. 124 ff.

6 Thc following facts on thc VOC trade with Japan arc derived 
from Volkcr 1954, unless otherwise stated.

7 Impcy 1989, p. 7 and fig. 2 identifies these early export 
pieces for Batavia with a type of albarello, of which sherds 
were found at thc Shimoshirakawa kiln site.

8 Impcy 1989, p. 9 (reference 28).
9 Dishes of this type arc to be found in thc Groningcr 

Museum, the Haags Gcmccntcmuscum and thc 
Rijksmuscum voor Volkcnkundc in Leiden, sec 
Mededelingenblad Nederlandse Vereniging can Vrienden van de 
Ceramiek, nr. 101/102 (1981), fig. 27.

10 Volkcr 1954, pp. 129-131.
11 Arita porcelain with early dated silver mounts is known from 

Rotterdam (1659, 1664, 1666), Amsterdam (1668), Delft 
(1666) and Leiden (1666), sec also F. Scholten, ‘Vrocgc 
Japonaiscric in Delft, 1660-1680’, Mededelingenblad Nederlandse 
Vereniging van Vrienden van de Ceramiek, nr. 128 (1987), pp.
17-25 (ref. 14).

12 Frits Scholten, ‘Japanese porcelain and its influence in the 
Netherlands 1660-1800, Imitation and Inspiration, Japanese 
influence on Dutch Art, Amsterdam 1989, pp. 25-38 (fig. 2); 
the Dclftwarc jar of fig. 3 was sold at Christie’s London,
29th June 1981, nr. 109.

13 Scholtcn 1987, fig. 4.
14 Adolf Fculncr, Frankfurter Fayencen, Berlin 1935.
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